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Abstract—In this work, we focus on the task of localizing and
tracking multiple non-cooperative objects by a passive antenna
array and an optical sensor. Both sensor systems are mounted
on an unmanned aerial vehicle and collect bearing measurements
from objects, whereby the number of the latter is unknown. For
localization and tracking, the imprecise but unique bearing data
collected from the antenna array has to be correlated with the
precise but ambiguous bearing data collected from the optical
system. To achieve the optimal solution a batch algorithm is
proposed which fuses both data sources. The proposed work flow
is as follows: Firstly, the antenna array determines the direction
of arrival of an emitted signal, and then the optical sensor is
used to detect possibly emitting targets in the corresponding area.
Secondly, the bearing data of both sensors are fused in a single
localization and tracking framework. Experiments on real world
data show that the proposed method is capable to localize and
track multiple emitters using bearing data from heterogeneous
sensors. The fusion of both sensor data types achieves a much
higher accuracy in comparison to a system using only an antenna
array. In addition an operator has a direct optical feedback of
the observed emitters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-sensor fusion is a common problem with a very
broad application field in all aspects of the daily human
life. Modern unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are equipped
nowadays with a wide range of sensors. In order to generate
a situational picture of the observed scene the available infor-
mation has to be fused. UAS have an operational benefit in all
dangerous and/or dull tasks. Especially small UAS are often
used for surveillance. Typically an optical system is used to
investigate an interesting area. In recent time antenna arrays
have been constructed to localize and track communication
emitters with a small UAS [1], [2]. Keeping in mind that small
UAS have a limited payload capability the performance of
the localization results, achieved with such antenna arrays is
not always sufficient. The limited payload allows only a small
number of array elements (typically: 3 to 5) to be installed.
Because of this the resulting bearing measurements have then
a low accuracy.

In this work a general fusion system will be developed
that will combine nowadays available sensors for a common
surveillance task. Here, an observer will be maneuvering
through a observation region on a given path. A primary
sensor will detect possible objects of interest and a secondary
sensor will be used to improve and enrich the situational
awareness. The first sensor is a passive antenna array, which is
capable to estimate direction of arrival (DOA) measurements

Fig. 1. Visualization of fusion results obtained in flight experiments. The
captured image is displayed onto a 3D globe with satellite data. A sub-image
with a detection is visible in the upper left corner. The true object position is
depicted with a yellow pin, the estimated state position based on antenna and
optical data, as a red pin.

from emitting electromagnetic sources, called emitters. The
second sensor is an optical camera, which will detect possible
emitting objects in the scene and produces DOA measurements
from pixel coordinates. Both data types will be fused by a
multi-target multi-sensor tracking system. The output of the
proposed algorithm setup can be visualized like in Figure 1.
Here an UAS carries an antenna array and a camera. The
captured image is displayed on satellite orthophotos using
the UAS position and orientation. The later are obtained by
an inertial navigation system (INS). A possible application is
the automatic detection and localization of people lost in the
wilderness. Hereby, a cell phone would be a possible emitting
source.

Bearing-only localization is a common problem and has
been studied widely, e.g. [3]–[5]. The usage of an optical
system with an antenna system for this task has been recently
proposed [6], [7]. In [6] the authors propose to combine local-
ization results from both sensor types using a MHT algorithm.
The localization results for the optical system are generated via
an intersection of the optical bearing with the surface of the
earth, which can lead to errors. In contrast in [7] the usage of a
PHD filter which uses directly bearing measurements as input
from both sensors is proposed. However, the lack of memory of
the PHD filter leads to a solution which strongly relies on the
last measurements. This effect was already reported in [8]. This
is especially problematical in situations with a low probability



of detection. Here in contrast, we propose to use a batch
algorithm to fuse both sensor types using directly bearing data.
Accumulating all measurements prevents the lack of memory
effect. We verify the proposed methods and evolve them to be
applicable to real world measurements and experiments.

In Section II we describe how the generate the needed
measurements from the sensors involved. Especially for the
optical sensor this is a not trivial task. The next section
describes briefly the batch algorithm involved in this work.
The fusion algorithm is elaborated in Section IV. An ex-
perimental evaluation of the proposed method is given in
Sectionsec:evaluation. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.

II. MODELING BEARING MEASUREMENTS

To fuse heterogeneous data like DOA measurements and
images it is useful to derive a common measurement model.
The idea is to transform image data into DOA measurements.
Those measurements are referenced usually to a local observer
coordinate system, c.f. Figure 2. A two-dimensional vector
describes a local measurement

zobs = (αobs, εobs)
T ∈ R2, (1)

whereby α ∈ (−π,+π] is azimuth and ε ∈ [0, π/2] is elevation
in the local coordinate system of the observer.

Fig. 2. Local measurement model. The observer is flying towards the positive
x-axis. The z-axis is pointing downward. The azimuth is a rotation angle
defined in the horizontal xy-plane around the z-axis. The x′-axis is generated
by rotating the x-axis with αobs. The elevation εobs is defined as the angle
between the z-axis and the x′-axis.

Possible objects of interest are detected by sensor specific
processing. In the following, the steps for processing the output
of antenna arrays and cameras will be presented.

A. Generating Bearing Measurements from an Antenna Array

For the usage of an antenna array, several direction finding
algorithms exist [9]–[12], which produce bearing data in the
local coordinate system associated to the sensor. In order to
localize and track an object over time, we need to transform
these local measurements into a global coordinate system1.
This is done by the following three steps:

1In this work a coordinate system in which all measurements and all
observer states are placed is considered as global.

1) Transform local measurements to a direction cosine
representation:

u = sin(αobs) sin(εobs), (2)
v = cos(αobs) sin(εobs). (3)

2) Rotate the bearing unit vector ρobs according to the
flight attitude of the observer

ρobs = (v, u,
√

1− u2 − v2)T (4)
ρglobal = R−1 (φ, θ, ψ)ρobs, (5)

with φ, θ and ψ denoting the heading, pitch and
roll angle of the observer. Respectively, R(φ, θ, ψ)
denotes a suitable rotation matrix for these angles.

3) Calculate the measurements in a global coordinate
system as follows:

αglobal = arctan

(
ρglobal(2)

ρglobal(1)

)
(6)

εglobal = arctan


√
ρ2

global(1) + ρ2
global(2)

ρglobal(3)

 , (7)

leading to
z = (αglobal, εglobal)

T . (8)

B. Generating Bearing Measurements from an Optical System

In a camera system potential targets are detected by ap-
plying an object detection strategy on the gained images, e.g.
[13]–[15]. These objects are represented by a central pixel q
or rather by its homogeneous counterpart q′ that is used to
calculate the global bearing angles z:

1) Calculate the projection matrix P:

P = K ·R(φ, θ, ψ) · [I3| − xobs] , (9)

with K the calibration matrix containing the inner
parameters of the camera, R(φ, θ, ψ) a rotation ma-
trix and [I3| − xobs] a 3 × 4 matrix composition of
an identity matrix and the negative camera position
[16]. In order to calculate the correct projection ma-
trix from the raw GPS/INS data the transformations
between the INS and the camera have to be known.
We compute them by applying the approach presented
in [17].

2) Determine an arbitrary 3D point rq = (xr, yr, zr)
T

on the projection ray corresponding to the pixel
q = (xq, yq)

T or rather q′ = (x′q, y
′
q, 1)

T by
decomposing the projection matrix P as follows:

λq′ = P

[
rq
1

]
= [A | a]

[
rq
1

]
= Arq + a, (10)

with λ denoting the freely selectable factor of the
homogeneous representation of q. This leads to the
projection ray:

rq = −A−1a + λA−1q′, (11)

whereby −A−1a represents the projection center C
of the camera. Setting the height of the 3D point
rq to a valid value, e.g. in the presented aerial case



zr = 0, leads to a value for λ and subsequently to
the complete point rq.

3) Calculate the global bearing angles z between the
point rq = (xr, yr, zr)

T and the projection center
c = (xc, yc, zc)

T of the camera:

αglobal = arctan

(
xr − xc
yr − yc

)
, (12)

εglobal = arctan

(
zr − zc√

(xr − xc)2 + (yr − yc)2

)
+
π

2

(13)

leading to
z = (αglobal, εglobal)

T . (14)

III. BATCH LOCALIZATION

In order to reach a asymptotic optimal localization result
we use in this work a batch approach with a sliding window
to estimate the states of the objects. A state x ∈ R6 is defined
through its 3D-coordinate and a velocity entry for each axis.
In the following we firstly present a general cost function.
Secondly, we discuss data association strategies valid in this
context and show how to optimize the cost function.

A. General Cost Function

For global measurements gained from the antenna system
and the optical system we write z = [zTant, z

T
cam]

T , respectively.
The measurements z are two-dimensional and are stacked via
a rolling window approach into a set Z = {z1, ..., zNk

}. The
estimated states for different time stamps can be stacked in a
similar approach into a set X = {x1, ...,xNk

}. The number
of measurements till time stamp k is denoted with Nk. The
general cost function is defined by:

E(X ) =
Nk∑
i=1

(
(αi 	 α(xi)) sin(ε)

σαT

)2

+

(
(εi − ε(xi)) cos(ε)

σεT

)2

,

(15)
with 	 defined as follows:

α	 β := ((α− β + π) mod 2π)− π. (16)

The index T denotes hereby the sensor type, with T = ant for
the antenna array and T = cam for the camera. Taking into
account that the azimuth error is large for an elevation close to
zero. The difference between the measured and the expected
angles is corrected with the sine or cosine of the elevation,
respectively. The noise-free measurement equations are

α(x) = arctan

(
x(1)− xobs(1)

x(2)− xobs(2)

)
, (17)

ε(x) =
π

2
+arctan

(
x(3)− xobs(3)√

(x(1)−xobs(1))2 + (x(2)−xobs(2))2

)
.

(18)

For the imprecise bearing data gained from the antenna array
we use the covariance matrix Σant designed for larger errors
and for the optical system a covariance matrix Σcam designed
for smaller errors.

B. Data Association

Given the underlying task two strategies can be used to
associate the set of measurements to multiple emitters. The
simplest one uses the frequency of the emitted signal to
sort the measurement set into disjoint subsets. Those subsets
are then threated by separate localizers. This strategy works
well for the antenna array system, but is not applicable for
the optical system. Depending on the type of emitters the
frequency of the signal might not be sufficient to split the
measurements. Modern communication devices tend to switch
the used frequency, even during an ongoing communication
process (e.g. frequency hopping).

The second strategy uses the spatial properties of the scene.
Given the accuracy of the sensors and a localization result
from a previous time step a measurement can be assigned to a
certain localizer. This approach is valid for the antenna system
and the optical system. In fact, we used a combination of both
approaches to achieve the results presented in the following.
The primary association strategy used the frequency criteria. In
situations where we expect emitters with the ability to switch
the mean frequency the second strategy is used.

In cases of ambiguities a more sufficient strategy can be
used, i.e. [18]–[20]. However, in the scenarios consider in this
work those strategies were not needed, but could be easily
adapted.

C. Minimization

Given the cost function (15) we want to find for the current
time step the optimal state x̂:

x̂ = argmin
x
E(X ). (19)

The set X is build from the state x by applying an inertial
motion model for each previous time step. The cost function
is minimized in our experiment using a based simplex method
[21]. Other methods can be also used, e.g. [22] or [23]. The
evaluation of different optimization method is beyond the
scope of this paper, but leafs space for further research.

IV. FUSION ALGORITHM

This section will bring together the algorithms and ideas
of the past sections, recalling the application. The aim is to
localize and track an unknown number of emitting sources
given heterogeneous bearing data. The input for a time step tk
is

xobs,k = (x, y, z, φ, ψ, κ)T , (20)
Zk = {zj,T }mk

j=1 , (21)

zj,T = (αj,global, εj,global)
T . (22)

with xobs,k ∈ R6 the observer position and attitude. The
measurements zj,T are expressed in a global coordinate system
and mk denotes the number of measurement for a given
time step tk. The individual sensor type is given by the flag
T ={antenna array, camera}. We want to estimate

Xk = {xi, Ci}ηki=1, with xi = (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz)
T . (23)

Here, the set Xk consists of ηk many estimated emitter states
xi ∈ R6, with i = 1, ..., ηk. Each state contains position



and velocity information in a Cartesian coordinate system.
Additionally, each state is accompanied by a classification
result Ci, e.g. identifying an emitter as a car.

Fig. 3. Work flow of the proposed fusion algorithm. Bearings gained from
an antenna array are processed by a fusion algorithm to estimate preliminary
object states. A camera is steered by these estimates and takes a picture of
the scene. Potentially emitting objects are detected in this image and optical
bearings are calculated. Those are fused with the bearings based on the antenna
array data to estimate the objects states more precisely.

To solve this task, the following fusion scheme, depicted
in Figure 3, will be used. In the first phase, received signals
are processed by the antenna array system. It generates the
first bearings (see Section II-A). These are passed to a batch
localization algorithm. Once stable object states are estimated,
the optical system captures images from the scene. In those,
an object detection is performed (see Section II-B). The pixel
coordinates are transformed into bearing measurements, which
are also passed to the localization algorithm. Subsequently,
new measurements are generated by the antenna array system.
This alternating order is kept for all following time steps.

This scheme follows the natural structure of the involved
sensors. An optical system alone cannot detect emitting ob-
jects. It needs hints where potentially those objects are in the
surveillance region. The antenna array forms here the primary
sensor which detects those objects. However, the localization
accuracy is not sufficient. Here, the optical system can be used
to increase the accuracy. Keeping in mind that false objects
can be detected by the optical system a continuous stream
of bearing data from the antenna array is needed to resolve
potential ambiguities. These thoughts lead to the conclusion
that data from both sensor types is needed to gain an optimal
solution.

A. Search Space Reduction

After a first localization result is obtained via the antenna
system the UAS can be steered to take an image of the scene. In
this image potential emitters have to be detected. However, the
complete image has not necessarily to be scanned. In Figure
4 one can see the projection of a live image onto the earth
surface. The localization ellipse is also plotted there. It is
obvious that the emitter can only be found in a small area
within the whole image. This knowledge is used to optimize
the detection process through a reduction of the search space
in the image. In Figure 5 the projection of the last localization
result is plotted into a captured image together with the current
search radius. Only within this radius an object detection
strategy is applied.

Fig. 4. Error ellipsoid in the image footprint. For a better insight, the gained
image for time step tk is transformed into its footprint on the ground. The
error ellipse centered around the last localization result is given together with
the four extrema points of error ellipse {a,b, c,d}. An ellipse is gained by
projecting the error ellipsoid onto the ground plane.

Fig. 5. Object detection in images based on previous localization result and
a search radius. A bounding box is draw around a possible emitting object.
Its central position is transformed into a DOA measurement.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we present localization results generated
by our algorithm. Here, the benefit of sensor data fusion
of heterogeneous sensors for bearings-only tracking will be
investigated. We will demonstrate that using both sensors in
comparison to use only an antenna array can improve the local-
ization accuracy strongly. This is done based on experimental
data, gained in flight tests. The aim of these experiments
is to proof that the proposed fusion scheme is worth the
additional effort. Beside increased processing power and time
needed for the optical system, the hardware installation of two
synchronized sensors in one UAS is a challenge that should
not be underestimated. However, we show that the benefit is
enough to justify the effort.

The hardware setup can be seen in Figure 6. The whole sys-
tem is integrated into a payload pod, which is mounted beneath
the wing of an ultra light airplane as UAS demonstrator. Flight



Fig. 6. Experimental setup. The sensor system is mounted in a payload pod
beneath the wings of a manned UAS demonstrator. The payload consists of
an antenna array, a camera and a GPS/INS device.

regulations in Germany restrict the regular usage of UAS.
However, the payload is designed to fit into a small UAS. To
estimate the observer position the payload pod is equipped with
a GPS/INS device which measures the position and attitude.
The position errors are around +/- 10-20 centimeters and the
attitude errors lie in a range of +/- 0.02-0.08 degree. The
optical system in the middle area consists of a downward
looking camera with 18 Mega-pixel and a wide angle lens
giving a field of view 54 degree horizontal and 42 degree
vertical. The antenna array consists of six linear polarized
elements specialized for the frequency range from 1.5 GHz to
1.8 GHz. In our experiments we had two emitters placed in the
scene. For both the ground truth position is known performance
measures can be computed.

The challenge in this data lies in its non-Gaussian error
distribution and ambiguous array data. We observe in the real
data a geometry-dependent bias especially in the measurements
gained from the antenna array. The accuracy is depicted in
Figure 7. The errors are visualized in azimuth and elevation.
Taking into account that the azimuth error is large for an
elevation close to zero. The difference is adjusted via the
elevation angle , c.f. (15). The adjustment is not needed if the
DOA is transformed into direction cosine representation [24].
However, the interpretation is much easier if using angles. The
total angular error lies around 10 degree.

Fig. 7. DOA accuracy antenna array. Top row: measured vs. desired
angle (azimuth and elevation). Bottom row: Difference between measured and
desired angle (azimuth and elevation).

For the optical data the emitters have to be found in

the image. We use here the approach presented in [13]. An
example of the detection can be found in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Object detection in an image. A red bound box represents the detec-
tion. Its central coordinate is used to generate a optical DOA measurement.

Fig. 9. DOA accuracy optical system. Top row: measured vs. desired
angle (azimuth and elevation). Bottom row: Difference between measured and
desired angle (azimuth and elevation).

The DOA accuracy of the optical system is much higher.
This can be seen in Figure 9. Here, the overall error lies by
around 0.7 degrees. A closer look on the x-axis reveals that
there are much fewer optical than antenna based measure-
ments. The reason for this is the limited field of view of the
camera. We have roughly five times as many antenna-based
DOA’s as optical DOA’s. However, the accuracy of those is
much higher. This effect can be easily observed in Figure 10.

To analyze the performance of the proposed approach
we evaluate the difference between the antenna-only and
the fusion-based localization result. Therefore, two emitting
objects (a black and a silver van) are equipped with a GPS
logging device. The accuracy of these devices reaches values
under 1 meter for the horizontal axes.

The localization error (root mean square error - RMSE)
between the estimated object states and the ground truth for
both objects using only the antenna data is depicted in Figure
11. The two curves show the distance between the true and
the estimated object position. As can be observed, localization



Fig. 10. Bearing rays for an emitter. The DOA’s from the antenna system
are drawn in red. The optical DOA’s are in green.

accuracy is strongly dependent of the underlying sensor to
emitter geometry. Similar effects have already been observed
[25].

Fig. 11. Localization result using only antenna optical based DOA’s. On the
x-axis the measurements are lined up, i.e. the axis is not equidistant in time.
The y-axis contains the localization error.

A much better performance can be observed, when using
the proposed fusion scheme. Figure 12 illustrates the localiza-
tion error if both sensor types are used within the estimation
process. The overall improvement is around a factor of two.
Especially for Object 1 the localization is improved strongly in
the middle phase where the antenna array produces high errors.
Although the bearing errors of the optical system are much
better, the localization result is corrected by a smaller factor.
This is due to the low number of observations. However, from
the practical point of view the additional optical information
allows an operator more easily to interpret the data at hand.

To demonstrate all sensor information and the gained
knowledge about the scene a virtual 3D environment can be
seen in Figure 13.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated an approach, that is able
to localize and track an unknown number of targets, given
bearing data from heterogeneous sensors mounted on a UAS.
In order to fuse this data a batch localization strategy with
a sliding window approach is used. We presented real world

Fig. 12. Localization result using antenna and optical based DOA’s. On the
x-axis the measurements are lined up, i.e. the axis is not equidistant in time.
The y-axis contains the localization error.

Fig. 13. Screen shot of the operational system. All sensor data and processing
results are visualized live in a 3D environment.

results, which were generated by an antenna array system and
an optical system mounted on a UAS demonstrator. We were
able to localize and track all targets correctly in the presence
high bearing errors. These experiments make clear that even
with strongly corrupted input data very good results can be
achieved using the proposed strategy to fuse bearing data from
heterogeneous sensors.

In the future we want to focus on the camera system to
get more optical DOA’s. This should improve the localization
results further.
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